BUFFALO POLICE DEPARTMENT
UNDER WATER RECOVERY TEAM
DIVE LOG

DATE: 2/17/17

LOCATION OF DIVE: Foot of Ferry

OIC: Les Moore

PRIMARY DIVER #1 Steve Ziff #2 Joe Landscape
BACK UP DIVER: John Sullivan Pat Hamilton
TENDERS: Sean But Shawn Adams

OTHER PERSONEL:

PRE DIVE BRIEFING: YES ✔  NO

START OF DIVE TANK P.S.I.: Dive #1 3000 Diver #2 3000

BOTTOM TIME: Diver #1 13 Diver #2 12

MAXIMUM DEPTH: Diver #1 27 Diver #2 27

END OF DIVE TANK P.S.I.: Diver #1 2500 Diver #2 2500

WATER TEMPERATURE: 23°

POST DIVE BRIEFING: YES NO

ACTIVITIES PERFORMED: Swimmers back on ferry boat

COMMENTS:  

The Cover
Dr. Suit

At ferry 27°